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Whose bread I don’t eat, his song I don’t
sing? MPs’ outside earnings and
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Abstract
The question whether politicians’ outside earnings affect their legislative behaviour is part of a lively debate about the
quality of representative democracy. However, moonlighting effects on vote defections by members of parliament (MPs)
have remained underexposed yet. Based on Competing Principals Theory, it is argued that, owing to a higher degree of
career-related independence, MPs with high outside earnings can be less effectively disciplined by their party and,
therefore, show higher probabilities to vote against the party line. This proposition is tested quantitatively using
logistic panel regressions against a new dataset of more than 115,000 individual votes in the German Bundestag
(2013–2017). Empirically, the results corroborate the theoretical expectations and are robust against different
specifications. The findings have important implications for our understanding of the link between politicians’ career
paths and their political behaviour.
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Introduction

In March 2019, Florian Post, a member of parliament (MP)

of the Social Democrats (SPD), lost his seat in the presti-

gious Bundestag committee for economic affairs and

energy. Even though his party had to withdraw one MP for

arithmetic reasons, its chief whip revealed to a news mag-

azine that for committee assignments, the party group lead-

ership takes, amongst others, an MP’s voting behaviour

into consideration (Spiegel Online, 2019). Post was

regarded as an opponent of the SPD party group leader at

that time and repeatedly voted against the party line (Süd-

deutsche Zeitung, 2019).

Opposing one’s own party guarantees media attention

and can foster an MP’s popularity in the electorate (Camp-

bell et al., 2019; Rowlands and Vander Wielen, 2019;

Wagner et al., 2020). However, although visible sanctions

are comparatively rare (Bailer, 2018), the anecdote above

supports the conventional wisdom that vote defections can

harm an MP’s career prospects. If this is true, then how an

MP will act in parliament might, conversely, be influenced

by the career ambitions and prospects he or she has. How-

ever, it seems reasonable to assume that the importance of

office-seeking- vis-à-vis other goals such as vote- or

policy-seeking (Strøm, 1997) is not equally weighted by

every MP. An MP that already holds an important office

in parliament or government, for example, has more to lose

and a disproportionately higher incentive to toe the party

line in order to secure his/her career-related achievements

than an MP that doesn’t expect to be promoted to offices

(Benedetto and Hix, 2007; Delius et al., 2013).

But what about MPs that pursue a successful career with

high earnings besides their parliamentary mandate, e.g. by

being a lawyer or running an own agricultural business?

Perceived as leading to ‘greed, shirking and conflicts of

interest’ (Geys, 2013: 470), outside earnings are mostly a

cause of lurid headlines – although citizens do not respond

negatively to all moonlighting activities even-handedly

(Campbell and Cowley, 2015). Whereas existing research

has repeatedly analysed whether outside earnings influence
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parliamentary effort (Geys and Mause, 2013), moonlight-

ing effects on MPs’ vote defections have not been system-

atically assessed yet – although such effects could have

considerable consequences for voters’ perceptions of par-

ties, policy outputs and the stability of governments. In this

study, I will fill this research gap as follows: After a liter-

ature review, it is argued that MPs with high outside earn-

ings have a higher propensity to vote against the party line

since, due to a higher level of career-related independence,

they can be less effectively disciplined by their party. Pre-

ceded by a discussion of the study design, the results of

logistic panel regressions reveal that, as hypothesized, high

outside earnings are significantly related with more votes

against an MP’s own party. The conclusion discusses the

implications of the findings.

State of research: Party unity
and moonlighting

A vast literature on party unity at different levels of obser-

vation has already led to a better understanding of the phe-

nomenon. Studies on the party group level usually assess

the impact of characteristics of the party group and/or the

motion (e.g. Bergmann et al., 2016; Ceron, 2015; Close,

2018; Close et al., 2019; Kam, 2011; Rehmert, 2020; Saal-

feld, 1995; Stecker, 2015) – supplemented by institutional

variables in cross-country studies (e.g. Carey, 2007;

Coman, 2015; Shomer, 2016, 2017; Sieberer, 2006). Con-

versely, individual-level analyses focus primarily on MP

characteristics to explain their varying propensity to defect.

Significant predictors of open dissent are especially an

MP’s mandate and candidacy type, seniority, legislative

and executive offices, electoral vulnerability, occupational

background, programmatic self-positioning, local politics

engagement and gender (André et al., 2015; Benedetto and

Hix, 2007; Bhattacharya and Papageorgiou, 2019; Cowley

and Childs, 2003; Degner and Leuffen, 2016; Gherghina

and Chiru, 2014; Grimmer and Powell, 2013; Heuwieser,

2018; Ohmura, 2014; Sieberer, 2010; Sieberer and

Ohmura, 2019; Slapin et al., 2018; Tavits, 2009, 2011;

Willumsen and Öhberg, 2017; Zittel and Nyhuis, 2019).

Many of those studies explicitly or implicitly show that

MPs’ career-related goals in the broader sense influence

legislative behaviour. However, an empirical study that

examines the role of outside earnings for an MP’s prob-

ability to defect is still lacking.

Nevertheless, MP moonlighting has already been a sub-

ject of scientific interest. To start with, many studies inves-

tigate which MP-related factors are associated with higher

or lower outside earnings (see Supplement material 1).

Their results show that earnings seem to be high when MPs

do not have much to lose and low when their political

career is at stake. Hence, there might be a trade-off between

an MP’s career ambitions inside and outside parliament.

Concerning behavioural consequences of moonlighting,

it is frequently found that more outside jobs or higher earn-

ings decrease parliamentary effort (Arnold et al., 2014,

Eggers and Hainmüller, 2009; Fedele and Naticchioni,

2015; Gagliarducci et al., 2010; Hurka et al., 2018b, Staat

and Kuehnhanss, 2017). Moreover, Geys and Mause (2016)

show that British MPs who leave parliament by choice in

order to pursue an extra-parliamentary career shift their

work balance from parliamentary to their outside activities

already in their last term. According to Mickler (2018),

MPs’ prior occupation and their outside activities affect

Bundestag committee assignments. Taken together, there

is some evidence that MPs’ extra-parliamentary activities

influence their parliamentary work. However, only a few

studies relate MPs’ outside earnings to their voting beha-

viour (Geys and Mause, 2013): Given that moonlighting

MPs have a lower propensity to vote for a stricter regula-

tion of outside activities in the U.S. (Rosenson, 2007) but

not in the UK (Johnston et al., 1997), the role of financial

self-interest for MPs’ voting behaviour is ambiguous.

Couch et al. (1992) show that public higher education

expenditure is higher in those U.S. colleges having legis-

lators on their payroll. However, we still miss evidence

regarding the role of moonlighting in situations when an

MP disagrees with his/her party group and has to decide

whether to toe the party line or not.

The argument: Impact of outside earnings
on dissenting voting behaviour

Competing Principals Theory (Carey, 2007) provides an

explanation of why MPs differ in their propensity to vote

against the party line. According to this specification of the

principal-agent framework, MPs gear their legislative

behaviour towards principals that control resources they

aim to obtain. The main goals of MPs include re-

selection, re-election, promotion to influential and/or

well-paid positions and the implementation of their desired

policy objectives (Strøm, 1997). Based on that, large parts

of the literature discuss whether MPs aim more at their

party or their voters in order to reach those goals, respec-

tively. Subsequently, we will discuss how outside earnings

could change the relationship between MPs and those two

principals and whether they create an additional principal

influencing their legislative behaviour.

In Germany’s two-tier electoral system, district MPs

have to be re-selected by local party branches and then

re-elected by constituency voters. Accordingly, district

MPs are expected to pay particular attention to constitu-

ency interests. If those contradict the interests of the par-

liamentary party group, district MPs could be more inclined

than list MPs to vote against the party line (e.g. Sieberer,

2010). Contrarily, list MPs depend on regional party

branches to obtain promising list positions and their party’s

regional election result to get re-elected. Consequently, as
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they depend solely on their party to keep their mandate, list

MPs are expected to vote in accordance with the party line

more often than district MPs. However, by and large, list

MPs do not get punished after dissenting votes by being

detained from promising list positions (Baumann et al.,

2017; Kauder et al., 2017). Additionally, the candidacy

mode and re-election prospects influence the electoral pres-

sures lasting upon an MP as well (e.g. Ohmura, 2014, Sie-

berer and Ohmura, 2019).

In order to reach their office-seeking aspirations, MPs

depend solely on their party. The national party leadership

and its parliamentary party group decide on the allocation

of executive and parliamentary leadership positions,

respectively. In order to be promoted to prestigious offices,

MPs have to align closely to the party’s interests, which

also includes toeing the party line in parliament. Previous

literature shows that party (group) leaders use office assign-

ments to reward allegiant MPs or to punish disloyal ones

(e.g. Cox and McCubbins, 1993). Consequently, especially

for list, but also for district MPs, parties are important

principals. Accordingly, party discipline, i.e. leadership-

induced unity, is a crucial pathway to the empirically high

rates of voting unity in parliamentary democracies (Carey,

2007; Sieberer, 2006).

However, the incentive structure for toeing the party line

is not the same for all MPs since the composition and

influence of their principals differ. Moving beyond the

debate whether the constituency’s or the party’s interests

matter more for particular MPs, we argue that MPs with

high outside earnings are less dependent from both their

voter and party principals.

First, outside earnings are expected to relieve MPs from

electoral pressures. If they fail to reach re-nomination or re-

election in the constituency and/or the party list, they will

have something to fall back on. In a survey, two German

MPs answered the following regarding the arrangements

they made for a possible loss of their mandate (Kreiner

2007: 265):

To say: ‘The company is still running.’ That was the most

meaningful [precaution].

One should not adhere to a politician’s chair, and one does

not know how things will come. [My own company] was

simply a means of precaution [ . . . ]. (own translations)

Hence, defections as a means of signalling dedication to

constituency preferences or interests are less likely for

moonlighting MPs, due to lower electoral pressures.

Second, however, it is unlikely that this will bind moon-

lighting MPs more closely to their party principal. In order

to reach prestigious offices, progressively ambitious MPs

usually gear their legislative behaviour towards the party

leadership that helps them reaching their office-related

goals (Meserve et al., 2009; Schlesinger, 1966; Sieberer

and Müller, 2017). Of course, most MPs would not,

according to surveys, refuse an offer to be promoted to

higher office (Würfel, 2018) – regardless of outside earn-

ings. Thus, when facing the choice between their party’s

position and their own preferences, many of them have an

incentive to act in accordance with their party. However,

the costs of disciplinary sanctions at the expense of their

career vary among MPs (Slapin et al., 2018) and appear to

be lower for moonlighting ones. MPs that, for instance, run

their own agricultural company prior to and during their

mandate are at no point dependent on their party to earn

their living. Additionally, MPs with high outside earnings

are not limited to the political sphere when they aim to

advance their career. In a survey of German MPs, some

of them explicitly named financial independence and

autonomy of decision towards their party as the main rea-

sons for continuing their job in addition to their mandate

(Kreiner, 2007: 265) – observable in the following MP

statement:

My [outside] job was, first of all, a guarantee for my own

independence. I have sometimes hinted at, tinkered with the

idea of voting against the party line. [Finally], I have voted

against the party line for seven or eleven times in roll-call

votes. (own translation)

The party group leadership has a toolbox of disciplinary

sanctions to threaten with or to actually enforce in order to

ensure unity, e.g. withdrawal of MPs from or non-

promotion to a committee chair position, which guarantees

them privileges like extra salary, media presence, attractive

business trips and office space (Bailer, 2018; Patzelt,

2003). However, those sanctions do not harm moonlighting

MPs’ career as much as MPs without something to fall back

on (Kauder et al., 2017; Van Vonno, 2019). In contrast,

MPs without a well-paid sideline job mostly live, in Weber-

ian terms, ‘from’ politics. MP surveys suggest that the

often-stated ‘flying splice’ from politics into leadership

positions of big companies or organizations is usually sub-

ject to former top positions in politics, especially to minis-

ters. Social decline, at least a perceived one, after losing

their seat is far from being impossible for some MPs. Not

all of them can easily return to their former occupation – if

they had one (Byrne and Theakston, 2016; Edinger and

Schwarz, 2009; Kreiner, 2007). Thus, MPs without high

outside earnings strongly depend on their party as their

‘primary career facilitator before and within parliament’

(Ohmura et al., 2018: 169): on the one hand, to keep their

mandate – probably by moving up the party list in times of

decreasing party success –, on the other hand to be pro-

moted to or kept in leadership positions. An open dissent

with their party would pose them at a higher career-related

risk than their moonlighting colleagues.

Since the effectiveness of party discipline is expected to

be lower for them, moonlighting MPs are more than others

free to represent their own policy beliefs or interests. This
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effect could even be amplified by the possible influence of

‘business interests’ as a further principal for MPs that earn

the greater part of their living outside parliament. However,

research on whether outside interests actually exert a mea-

surable influence on MPs’ political behaviour is scarce and

has, by now, produced at most indirect evidence for such an

effect (Geys and Mause, 2013). Outside interests could

imaginably pull MPs away from the mainstream position

of their party and, given the lower party discipline, moti-

vate them to break the party line. Such an effect is not

compelling, though, since, for instance, MPs with outside

earnings from companies are mostly members of market-

friendly parties anyway (Hurka et al., 2018a).

To conclude, we expect outside earnings to loosen the

pressures of party discipline. This makes it easier for MPs

to take a more independent stance from the party group

leadership. Regarding their legislative voting behaviour,

this leads, all else being equal, to the following empirically

testable (and correlative) hypothesis:

MPs with high outside earnings have a higher prob-

ability to vote against the party line than those with

no or negligible outside earnings.

Study design

The hypothesis is tested against a new dataset of roll-call

votes in the German Bundestag during the 18th legislative

term (2013–2017). The Bundestag is regarded as one of the

most powerful parliaments in Europe (Sieberer, 2011) and

shows – compared to other parliamentary systems – a

roughly average level of intra-party dissent (Sieberer,

2006). On the one hand, powerful party groups insist on

the adherence to unity. On the other hand, especially the

salient votes show enough variance of dissenting voting

behaviour in need of explanation. Taken together, this

makes the Bundestag – called a ‘party group parliament’

(Ismayr, 2012) – a suitable case to test a hypothesis based

on the effectiveness of party discipline. The analysis is

limited to roll-call votes because they are the only source

of recorded individual-level voting behaviour in Germany.

However, most of the votes are non-recorded ones (Sie-

berer et al., 2020; for a thorough discussion of the case

selection, see Supplement material 3).

Since the argument offers individual-level propositions

and predictors on both the MP and vote level will be

included in the model, the unit of observation is one voting

decision by one MP. Based on 651MPs (including resigned

and succeeding ones) and 202 roll-call votes, there are

(without absences) about 115,000 observations to be ana-

lysed. Nevertheless, there are MPs defecting from their

party more often and voting decisions being more conten-

tious within a party group than others (for descriptive fig-

ures, see Supplement material 4). Thus, the observations

are not independent from each other but clustered within

MPs and votes since they represent multiple voting deci-

sions for each MP. Consequently, we fit panel regression

models with cluster-robust standard errors on the MP

level.1

Logistic regressions are estimated since the dependent

variable is dichotomous. It measures whether an MP votes

against the party line (value 1) or not (value 0). According

to the definition in most studies, defection takes place if an

MP differs in his/her voting behaviour from the majority of

his/her party group, i.e. in one of the following three

settings:

1) an MP votes ‘yes’ when the party majority votes

‘no’ or ‘abstention’,

2) an MP votes ‘no’ when the party majority votes

‘yes’ or ‘abstention’,

3) an MP votes ‘abstention’ when the party majority

votes ‘yes’ or ‘no’.

Absences, i.e. when an MP does not vote at all, are not

regarded as deviations and coded as missing observations

(see Supplement material 5 for a discussion of the treatment

of abstentions and absences). Non-whipped votes are

excluded from the main analysis because there is no party

discipline enforced whose effect should be evaluated here.2

German MPs are allowed to pursue outside activities and

receive sideline earnings as long as the exercise of their

parliamentary mandate takes centre stage (§ 44a Members

of the Bundestag Act). Earnings are published not by the

exact amount but a ten-level scheme ranging from level 1

(1,000 to 3,500 Euro) to level 10 (above 250,000 Euro).3 The

classification allows the MPs to declare one-time, monthly

or yearly earnings. To make those self-declarations compa-

rable, the independent variable is measured by applying a

two-step procedure: At first, for each MP all declared earn-

ings are summed up on a yearly basis using the lower bound

of the respective level indication (similarly Arnold et al.,

2014).4 Thus, MPs’ minimum earnings are measured. As

Figure 1a shows, in about 80 percent of the MP-years, no

outside earnings are reported. The percentage of MPs reach-

ing yearly levels 1 to 3 (and higher) as defined by the Bun-

destag regulations is rather small (5.9, 1.9 and 2.6 percent,

respectively).

Figure 1b shows that, on the one hand, the distribution of

the yearly earnings is strongly right-skewed, and on the

other hand, the earnings’ range is rather large. Hence, the

findings could depend on – and could be biased through –

the inclusion of few MPs with exceptional earnings. Addi-

tionally, raising one’s yearly earnings from 100,000 at

another 100,000 Euro might not have the same behavioural

effect as raising the income from 0 to 100,000 Euro.

Though, as we expect a nonlinear effect, the raw earnings

per year are non-linearly transformed in a rather straight-

forward way.5 Previously, it was argued that MPs with high

4 Party Politics XX(X)
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outside earnings defect more frequently because they have

something to fall back on that makes party discipline less

effective. If earnings exceed their parliamentary salary,

MPs obviously do not earn their living from their legisla-

tive career. The (monthly weighted) average of an MP’s

basic salary (without further allowances) in the 18th legis-

lative term was 107,573.76 Euro per year (Figure 1b, upper

dashed line) – which is rather high in a European compar-

ison (Mause, 2014). A correspondingly coded dichotomous

variable reveals that 2.2 percent of the MPs have higher

earnings outside than inside parliament. For these MPs, the

hypothesized effect should appear without any qualifica-

tion. However, it seems implausible that an MP with

slightly lower outside earnings than his/her salary behaves

the same way as an MP without any outside earnings. Even

earnings half as much as the legislative salary (Figure 1b,

lower dashed line) help MPs to make their living even if

their political career comes to a sudden end. Therefore, it is

likely that those MPs have, although less pronounced, a

higher propensity to defect than non-moonlighting ones

as well. For the sake of comparison, I code three dummy

variables: 1) earnings higher than the legislative salary per

year, 2) earnings between 50 and 100 percent and 3) earn-

ings above 0, but less than half of legislative salary. Thus,

the baseline category for interpretation consists of MPs

without any outside earnings.

Other possible predictors of dissent have to be con-

trolled to ensure that our results do not display spurious

correlations. To start with, holding an executive or legisla-

tive office is a powerful predictor of party-compliant beha-

viour (recently for German MPs Bhattacharya and

Papageorgiou, 2019; Zittel and Nyhuis, 2019). Concerning

electoral pressures, there is a rich literature on a ‘mandate

divide’ between directly and list-elected MPs concerning

their voting behaviour (e.g. Sieberer, 2010) and other

aspects of legislative work, like committee assignments

(Stratmann and Baur, 2002, but Manow, 2013). Some scho-

lars identify a behavioural divide between different

Figure 1. Distribution of raw outside earnings per year.
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candidacy modes (Ohmura, 2014; Stoffel, 2014) which is

controlled for as well.6 Additionally, parliamentary expe-

rience might boost an MP’s self-confidence and therefore

favour defections (for such a result, see Willumsen and

Öhberg, 2017). It is also controlled for a ‘last period effect’

(Bailer and Ohmura, 2018; Willumsen and Goetz, 2017),

i.e. the abandonment of a candidacy for the following elec-

tion. To keep possible election cycle effects (Willumsen

and Öhberg, 2017) constant, a dummy variable for votes

in the election year 2017 is included. Finally, it is con-

trolled for MPs’ demographic characteristics (age, sex) and

party membership. The controls on the MP level are mea-

sured on a daily (e.g. offices) or yearly (e.g. seniority)

basis.

Since model 2 comprises different types of legislative

motions, it includes some additional controls on the vote

level. First, an interaction term between the origin of the

motion (own/other party group) and the government/oppo-

sition status is included since it can be expected that gov-

ernment parties are most united in voting down

oppositional motions, but more discordant when govern-

ment bills (as compromises among the coalition partners)

come to the floor. For opposition MPs, the opposite pattern

can be expected. Second, a noticeable share of all legisla-

tive votes concern foreign deployments of the German

armed forces. Christian Democrats and the socialist Left

show a rather clear programmatic stance for or against

those missions, respectively, whereas Social Democrats

and Greens present themselves programmatically less

determined, with the likely result that vote defections by

Red-Green MPs are more easily tolerated by their respec-

tive parties than defections in other legislative votes.

For details about the operationalization and the data

sources see Supplement material 6.

Results

Table 1 shows the regression results, presented in logits.

Model 1 is restricted to votes on government bills (nearly

one third of all individual votes) which usually represent

the publicly visible cases of dissent. In these salient deci-

sions, presumably rather strong party discipline is enforced.

Consequently, strategic incentives like subordinating to

party discipline play a more important role for individual

voting behaviour than policy incentives (Bräuninger et al.,

2016). If the hypothesis cannot be confirmed in model 1,

then it is likely to be rejected in model 2 consisting of all

whipped legislative decisions as well since in less salient

votes, disciplinary pressure is presumably lower.

For both samples, the coefficient of the key independent

variable has the expected positive sign and shows a statis-

tically highly significant effect (p < 0.001): MPs who

obtain higher outside earnings than their legislative salary

have, ceteris paribus, a higher probability to vote against

the party line than MPs without outside earnings. For MPs

Table 1. Results of the logistic panel regression analysis.

Model 1
(votes on
gov. bills)

Model 2
(all

votes)

Outside earnings: above 100%
of legislative salary

1.043***
(0.304)

1.005***
(0.266)

Outside earnings: between 50%
and 100% of legislative salary

0.786þ

(0.471)
0.574
(0.446)

Outside earnings: above 0%,
below 50% of legislative salary

0.064
(0.178)

0.006
(0.176)

Outside earnings: none reference category
Outside activities: number (log) �0.274

(0.212)
�0.415*
(0.202)

Parliamentary office �1.071***
(0.248)

�1.194***
(0.223)

Executive office �3.463***
(0.734)

�4.106***
(0.748)

Parliamentary experience
(years)

0.031*
(0.013)

0.037**
(0.014)

Direct candidacy only �0.051
(0.236)

�0.058
(0.245)

List candidacy only �0.364
(0.305)

�0.468
(0.304)

Direct mandate 0.103
(0.191)

0.150
(0.189)

No candidacy 2017 �0.200
(0.239)

�0.030
(0.134)

Age
(years)

�0.002
(0.007)

0.004
(0.007)

Gender
(male ¼ 1)

0.030
(0.072)

0.000
(0.078)

Election year
(votes in 2017 ¼ 1)

0.579***
(0.116)

0.128þ

(0.075)
Social Democratic MP 1.000***

(0.180)
Green MP 0.341

(0.240)
Socialist MP 0.059

(0.238)
Christian Democratic MP reference

category
Government MP �1.877***

(0.167)
Own motion �4.370***

(0.983)
Own motion � Government MP
(interaction term)

5.603***
(0.982)

Bundeswehr deployment �1.998***
(0.197)

Bundeswehr deployment �
Red-Green (interaction term)

2.660***
(0.260)

Red-Green 0.825***
(0.161)

Constant �4.572***
(0.404)

�4.470***
(0.346)

Wald Chi2 115.21 586.06
N (MP voting decisions) 33,689 115,442

Displayed are logged odds (logits) and cluster-robust standard errors in
brackets.
Levels of significance: ***p < 0.001; **p < 0.01; *p < 0.05; þp < 0.10.
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earning between 50 and 100 percent of their legislative

salary outside parliament, a similar positive tendency is

shown in the estimates, although the effect is, as expected,

weaker and not statistically significant at levels suitable for

the large sample. No statistically significant difference in

their voting behaviour is found between MPs with com-

paratively low and those without any outside earnings as

well. Thus, our hypothesis is supported by the data. The

results can be interpreted as outside earnings having only

an effect on legislative behaviour if they are high enough to

insulate an MP from the negative career-related conse-

quences of disciplinary measures.

With regard to the control variables, the number of out-

side activities does only decrease the probability of dissent

significantly in the full sample. That a high number of

(different) outside activities alone does not go along with

more vote defections is not surprising. It usually represents

a constellation where an MP has many small arrangements

(like paid speeches or book contracts) with a variety of

sponsors that lead mostly to one-time payments rather than

to a persistent source of income. Like in other studies, MPs

with legislative and, even more, executive offices have a

significantly lower probability to openly oppose their own

party. In contrast, a greater parliamentary experience cor-

relates with more frequent vote defections. In both samples,

neither a mandate nor a candidacy divide could be detected.

Additionally, MPs do not defect more often in their last

term in parliament. In turn, MPs have a higher probability

to vote against the party line in votes on (above-average

salient) government bills in the year of the 2017 federal

election than in the years before. Finally, MPs’ age and

gender do not correlate with vote defections. In the full

sample, the predictors on the vote level have the expected

significant effects which shows that characteristics of the

vote (differentiated between party camps) are worth to be

included in the model (see also Stecker, 2015).

The logits displayed in Table 1 are not directly inter-

pretable with regard to the substantive effect size. There-

fore, Figure 2 shows how the probability of dissent changes

when MPs obtain different levels of outside earnings. All

controls are set to their observed values as suggested by

Hanmer and Kalkan (2013) for models with dummy vari-

ables. According to the average marginal effects (AMEs),

the probability of casting a vote against the party line

regarding government bills rises, ceteris paribus, at about

2.5 percentage points if an MP has outside earnings above

his/her legislative salary. Concerning all legislative votes,

the AME of high outside earnings is noticeably smaller

(probability increase of 1.6 percentage points) but still sta-

tistically significant. Since the overall share of votes

against one’s own party is rather low, the AMEs show

rather substantive effects. In contrast, as the regression

coefficients already suggested, outside earnings below an

MP’s legislative salary do not have a statistically signifi-

cant effect on the probability of defection.

Additionally performed robustness checks indicate that

the conclusions drawn above are neither contingent upon

the measurement of the independent variable, the controls

above 100%
of legislative salary

between
50% and 100%

of legislative salary

above 0,
below 50%

of legislative salary

ou
ts

id
e 

ea
rn

in
gs

−.01 0 .01 .02 .03 .04
average marginal effect

model 1: votes on government bills only model 2: all legislative votes

Average marginal effects of obtaining different levels of outside earnings on the probability
to vote against the party line are plotted, including 95% confidence intervals displayed by caps.
MPs without any outside earnings serve as reference category.
The plot was created using the coefplot Stata package (Jann, 2014).

Figure 2. Average marginal effects of outside earnings on dissenting voting behaviour.
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regarding electoral pressures, the estimation strategy, the

unit of observation nor upon the inclusion of particular MPs

(see Supplement material 7 for full results).

Since the theoretical argument rests on the effectiveness

of party discipline, only whipped votes were included in the

main regression models. However, in three roll-call votes

in the election period under study, MPs were explicitly

released from party discipline when deciding on morality

policy issues. As a final analytical step, MPs’ voting beha-

viour in those ‘free votes’ will be analysed. First, t-tests on

the average ‘defection rates’ between MPs with high out-

side earnings and those without do not show statistically

significant group differences. Second, high outside earn-

ings are not associated with a significantly higher probabil-

ity of ‘vote defection’ in multivariate logistic regression

analyses of each of the ‘free votes’ (see Supplement mate-

rial 2 for full results). To conclude, high outside earnings

go along with more vote defections when party discipline is

enforced whereas moonlighting MPs’ voting behaviour

does not differ from their colleagues when this instrument

of leadership-induced unity is suspended. Hence, the com-

parison of whipped and non-whipped votes underscores the

discipline-based interpretation of the outside earnings

effect derived in the theory section.

Conclusion

The aim of this study was to investigate empirically whether

outside earnings are associated with legislative behaviour,

precisely with MPs’ propensity to vote against the party line.

A brief sketch of the literature revealed that the determinants

of dissenting voting behaviour are a rather well-studied topic

in legislative research. However, the role of moonlighting

therein has neither been thoroughly theorized nor empiri-

cally examined yet. Based on insights from Competing Prin-

cipals Theory, it was argued that, owing to a higher degree of

financial and career-related independence, MPs with high

outside earnings are less dependent on electoral pressures,

but first and foremost less effectively disciplined by their

party. Hence, it was hypothesized thatMPs with high outside

earnings have, everything else being equal, a higher prob-

ability to vote against the party line than their colleagues.

Methodologically, first, a new dataset containing MPs’ out-

side activities and earnings as well as other characteristics

and their voting behaviour in the 18th legislative term of the

German Bundestag (2013–2017) was compiled. Second, in

order to account for clustering of legislative dissent both on

the MP and the vote level, the hypothesis was tested quanti-

tatively using logistic panel regressions and considering a

battery of controls on both levels against more than 115,000

individual voting decisions. Empirically, the results corro-

borate the hypothesis of a significantly higher probability of

dissent for MPs that obtain the bulk of their earnings outside

parliament.

This paper’s headline, the slightly adapted proverb

‘Whose bread I don’t eat, his song I don’t (always) sing?’,

hints at the causal mechanism that is likely to be at work

behind the observed relationship. Nevertheless, despite the

theoretical considerations about why outside earnings

could loosen the pressures of party discipline and thus

could make MPs more free to vote against the party line,

the behavioural hypothesis tested in this paper remains a

correlative one. Whereas the results reveal an empirical

relationship between moonlighting and vote defections, the

study design is not able to ultimately verify the presented

causal mechanism based on party discipline. Likewise, is

does not prove that ‘business interests’ are causally respon-

sible for the observed higher defection rates of moonlight-

ing MPs. On the one hand, the strength of party discipline

towards individual MPs could not be directly measured and

set into relation with their voting behaviour. On the other

hand, it cannot be ruled out definitely that non-observed

MP-related factors (e.g. character traits like ego or drive)

account for both high outside earnings and high defection

rates which could thus bias the results.7 Apart from that –

and that is why the proverb in the paper’s title ends with a

question mark – we must not forget that MPs’ decision

making process is more complex than a simple ‘bread-

song question’ and votes against the party line remain a

rare (yet potentially pivotal) phenomenon, even for MPs

with high outside earnings. Voting with, not against one’s

own party is the default pattern for most, if not all, MPs.

This study adds a further nuance to the fast-growing

literature on the influence of MP characteristics, particu-

larly career-related ones, on their legislative behaviour. In

normative terms, its results are ambiguous: On the one

hand, the maintenance of party unity is crucial for respon-

sible party government in parliamentary systems since it

connects the citizens’ voting decisions to identifiable blocs

in parliament which, in turn, the government depends on

(Bowler et al., 1999). If this chain of delegation (Müller,

2000) is broken due to high-earning, independent-minded

MPs, then the accountability of elected parties and, conse-

cutively, governments could be at stake. On the other hand,

voting against unpopular government bills is rather popular

in the electorate which appreciates independent-minded

and acting MPs instead of ‘lock-step partisan behaviour’

(Campbell et al., 2019: 109). Insofar it remains open for

future studies to examine if this valence effect of dissent

outweighs the (predominantly) negative image of MPs’

outside activities in a direct comparison. Moreover, while

this study has shown that moonlighting correlates with a

more independent voting behaviour, it remains to be inves-

tigated whether moonlighting, in turn, results in a greater

dependence on the MPs’ outside interests. Finally, the find-

ings of this first study on that topic have to be replicated for

longer observation periods and in other contexts. That

might be other parliamentary or presidential systems like

the U.S. where party unity has in part other determinants
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and, institutionally driven, a lower baseline level (Carey,

2007). Knowing what drives MPs’ legislative behaviour is

indispensable for a better understanding and assessment of

the functioning of every representative democracy.
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Notes

1. Including MP fixed effects in order to deal with the clustered

data is not suitable for this analysis of a single parliamentary

term given the lack of within-variance of the dependent vari-

able for many MPs. Adding fixed effects would result in 52 or

42 percent of the MPs dropping out of the sample in models 1

and 2, respectively, who did not vote against the party line at

least once. This would bias the sample against frequently dis-

senting MPs, thus making it less representative. Additionally,

the research question would be implicitly changed if the con-

clusions cannot refer to all MPs but only to those voting against

the party line at least once. For comparability reasons with

studies estimating multilevel regression models with random

intercepts for MPs (Degner and Leuffen, 2016; Sieberer, 2010;

Willumsen and Öhberg, 2017), we replicate our models using

this estimation strategy (Supplement material 7, models R23

and R24).

2. For thorough analyses of those morality policy votes see

Bauer-Blaschkowski and Mai (2019); Engler and Dümig

(2017); Kauder and Potrafke (2019); Wenzelburger and Feh-

renz (2018).

3. Since 2005, MPs have to declare their outside earnings, but

before 2013, only a (problematic) three-level scale was applied

(Geys and Mause, 2012). As the ten-level scale is more fine-

grained and the earnings are not directly comparable between

the legislative terms, the period of observation is restricted to

the time of use of the ten-level scale.

4. Because level 10 has no upper bound and the researcher would

have to set an arbitrary one, it is problematic to sum up the

earnings using the mid-values of the class interval (but see

Becker et al., 2009).

5. Nevertheless, raw yearly earnings are used in several studies

(Arnold et al., 2014; Becker et al., 2009). Various robustness

checks (Supplement material 7) show that outside earnings

remain a significant predictor of vote defections even when

included without transformation or with most other non-linear

transformations (models R1 to R12).

6. In robustness checks, re-election prospects are included sepa-

rately as well as in interaction with candidacy type (Supple-

ment material 7, models R13 to R20), according to the recent

study of Sieberer and Ohmura (2019).

7. I thank an anonymous reviewer for pointing to this important

caveat.
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